
  

How did reliance on the Buffalo affect 
Native American culture? 
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1. Prepared fires to celebrate the hunt
2. Pegged out Buffalo skins and hung the meat.
3. Made the skins into clothing, equipment, tipis etc.
4. Decoration of the skins was highly skilled work. Quiller society.
5. Produced striking designs and patterned beadwork.

Women and hunting

1. Horses were first obtained by trade, then some were bred.
2. They were highly prized and often highly decorated.
3. Indians were prepared to go to war to capture horses.
4. Horse ownership made Indians careless about conservation.
5. Many Indians gave up cultivation.

Horses and hunting

1. Young braves gained respect through hunting
2. Until the 16th Century they were hunted on foot. (Speed, skill)
3. Horses made it easier, although skilful riding was needed.
4. Killing had to be done at close range and was dangerous.
5. The danger of the hunt only added to the respect gained.

The hunt

1. They only needed to hunt when they ran out of Buffalo meat
2. They tried to find the Buffalo through searching and dances
3. They moved the village to find the herd
4. The Dog soldiers found a new village site
5. The Dog soldiers also conserved the Buffalo herd

Hunting the Buffalo



  



  

TIPIS

• T = Travois (sled) 
• I = In a circle
• P = Portable
• I = Intricately patterned
• S = Sewn from hides
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Homework:

• Using the final spider-diagram as your 
plan write an answer to the lesson 
question. This should include the words:

• Nomad, Bands, Conservation, Hunting, 
Horses and Women.

• It should be at least 1 long paragraph in 
length.


